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About highrise
http://www.highrisegame.com/

Highrise is a social network 
mobile game in which people use 
the avatars they create to 
interact with each other.

http://www.highrisegame.com/
http://www.highrisegame.com/


Project goal
Highrise is made up of numerous user-created spaces we call 
"rooms" that players can create and explore. 

I was asked to redesign a full-screen modal that allows 
players to search and browse rooms. 



Problem analysis-Browsing



Problem analysis-Browsing
● The rooms are organized in different ways in the game. 

There are 3 main lists - Featured, Top Rooms, and 
Categories. Users need to go to different screens to 
understand the difference.



Problem analysis-Browsing



Problem analysis-Browsing

● Under the Top Rooms, they rank rooms by active, popular, 
and wealthy. Active list and Popular list are mostly 
overlap. 

● Rooms in the wealthy list are mostly locked, and several 
rooms are full near the top of the list. Users can’t go 
in those rooms, which creates frustration.  



Problem analysis-Searching

● To search for rooms, the user also has to switch to 
a different screen.

● It is a search bar for room name only and it 
provides a long list of results (almost 100 rooms). 
Users might have a hard time going though the 
results and picking one to visit.



My design
● Combine Search, Featured, Top 

Rooms, and Categories into one 
screen.

● Different size of thumbnail 
shows different levels of 
importance.

● Replacing gray and white with 
brighter colors makes the app 
feel more happy and fun.



My design
● Showing popular words as tags 

to minimize typing. They could
also give ideas for users.



My design
● Current list is cluttered - paradox 

of choice. Because of better search 
options, the results will be more 
relevant. A smaller number of rooms 
per screen shows the rooms better 
and makes it easier to choose.

● Number of users who favorited the 
room could be helpful information 
for users (However, it is hard to 
find the screen to favorite the 
rooms).






